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Minutes of 11th WIRS UCP Forum 
Lloyd’s Register EMEA, Coventry on 14th February 2012 

 
Attendees: 

Pete Baldwin - PDI 
John Snelling _Pipework GB 
Roger Burke – Aptus 
Peter Vaughan – Envoy 
Karl Miller – Carillion 
Dave Grayson – PN Daly 
Bill Jones – Crown Utilities 
Mark Skelton – J Murphy & Sons Ltd 
Stuart Barr - TIG 
Grant Morgan – Utility Gateway 
Richard Bonar – Infrastructure Gateway 
Ken Marsh – Cameron Corporation 
Jim Bugg – Pipeline Associates 
Gary Schofield – IUS 
 
Mark Whitehouse - LR 
 

Apologies  
Dave Bowen - Scottish Power  

 
 
Minutes of Meeting 
 
1.  General Update 
 
1.1 WIRS in Scotland 
The Water Industry Commission for Scotland has set a target date on Scottish Water of 
April 2012 to open up competition in their area to cover water mains and service 
connections, also meter installation and maintenance activities.  Scottish Water along 
with Lloyd’s Register has now developed WIRS to cover these activities and  the 
following scopes have been created solely for use in Scotland. 

- Construction Routine Under Pressure Mains Connections (CRUPC) 
- Construction Non-Routine Basic Branch Mains Connections (CNRBC) 
- Construction Non-Routine Complex Mains Branch Mains Connections 

(CNRCC) 
- Small Routine Meter Installation Maintenance (SRMIM) 
- Intermediate Routine Meter Installation Maintenance (IRMIM) 
- All Routine Meter Installation Maintenance (ARMIM) 

Details of the scopes agreed have now been signed off by WIRSAP for introduction in 
April 2012.  
 
2. Matters Arising from WIRS Forum and WIRSAP meetings 
 
The minutes of the 

- WIRS UCP Forum held on 21 July 2011 
- WIRSAP meetings held on 31 January 2012 

were briefly reviewed.  As these were held some time ago matters arising that are still 
current were discussed under the relevant sections below.  
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3. WIRS Compliance Issues and Feedback 
 
The WIRS assessment visit and findings summary report covering the period 1st July to 
31st December 2012 was discussed.  (A copy of this report forms Appendix A of these 
minutes).  There were three renewal assessments in this period. 
 
The level of surveillance activity in this six month period was much higher than that in 
the previous report covering Jan to June 2011 and significantly more deficiencies were 
identified.  The largest number of reported major deficiencies was related to competency 
where NCO(W) experienced work registrations had expired. However following 
meetings with WIRSAP it has now been agreed in the short term that operatives whose 
NCO(W) experienced registrations have expired, that they shall carry evidence of their 
competency to do the work being carried out has been assessed by an appropriately 
technically competent person, and they are registered with a training provider for 
NCO(W) assessment and are actively undergoing whatever training and assessment 
they need to gain NCO(W) registration. This action in the short term will meet scheme 
requirements. 
It was discussed, that whilst the WIRS operative qualification requirements differ from 
those required for water company operatives it appears that the gap could be closing 
with Drinking Water Inspectorate (DWI) apparently highlighting to water companies 
weakness in their systems and controls through using unqualified operatives.   
Grant Morgan offered to prepare a letter to formally raise this issue with Ofwat as a 
dispute and to use the letter to raise the issue with the DWI.  

 
Actions - UCPs to take heed of the audit findings and ensure that appropriate control 

   checks are built into their own procedures.  
               - Grant Morgan to draft letter in consultation with UCPs regarding the current 

situation, and send to Ofwat and DWI. 
    

 
4. Network Construction Operations, NCO(W)  
 
The ‘experienced worker’ route for Network Construction Operations (Water) 
registration expired on 30 June 2011.  Applicants now either have to be by operatives 
already holding NVQ, or equivalent, qualifications or enter via the new NCO(W) – 
Trainee category which has been set-up to allow for training and NVQ assessments.  The 
trainee scope can only be held for a fixed duration of 12 months, from the date of 
registration. 
 
The NCO(W) qualification structure was discussed, and the current end dates for 
certification for the NCO NVQ’s, and they are as follows; 
 
Level 1 Network Construction Operations ends on 31 July 2012 
Level 2 Network Construction Operations Mains and Service laying ends on 31 July 2013 
Certification on the level 3 Network Construction Operations ends on 31 July 2014 
 
Any candidates registered up to 31st July 2011 are most likely to be registered on the 
above qualifications 
 
With regards to the new qualifications Appendix 2 attached includes a reference 
document detailing the options. 
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Re-registration is now open to individuals who obtained their NCO(W) registrations 
through holding a Public Utilities Distribution (PUD) qualification or similar. These 
registrations started expiring from the end of December 2011. Re-registration is done 
through EUSR and lasts for a period of 5 years. All documents that are needed can be 
found on the link below; 
 
http://www.eusr.co.uk/directory/scheme/30098/registration 
 
 
5. WIRS Requirement Document Update 
 
With the additional scopes for Scotland now developed (as detailed in Section 1.1) the 
WIRS Requirement Document v4.0 has now been updated and been signed off by 
WIRSAP.  
 
Whilst undertaking the review, a number of other areas within the document have been 
reviewed and updated. The feeling amongst some UCP’s was that some areas of the 
document need clarification. 
 
Actions – UCP’s to feedback to Mark Whitehouse where areas of the WIRS Requirement                            
                  Document requires clarification. 
 
 
6.  Water Company Notices and Construction Notifications 
 
UCP’s are concerned that whilst there are some water companies who provide clear 
information on contact arrangements for setting up pre-start meetings or for sending 
start of construction notifications many companies do not routinely provide this 
information (in their addendum or on their websites). 
 
This was discussed at the WIRSAP meeting (31st January 2012) and water companies 
were again reminded of ensuring that all their documentation / addendums have 
information relating to contact details and they send their latest addendums through to 
WRc for inclusion on their website. UCPs feel that the clarity over communication routes 
to water companies is vital. 
 
Communication arrangements with LR relating to UCP activity was discussed to enable 
LR to better understand the number of schemes and volumes of work in water company 
areas that were being undertaken. It was discussed that UCP’s should copy LR in to 
their notice communication with water companies for information, however the 
arrangements for this need to be finalised. 
 
Action – LR to discuss with Steve Burley to ensure water companies update their 

addendums/websites 
              -  LR to evaluate notification arrangements  
                  
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.eusr.co.uk/directory/scheme/30098/registration
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7. LR Update – Scheme Management 
 
7.1 Surveillance Visit Arrangements 
UCP’s were reminded of their responsibilities with regards to the arrangements for 
routine surveillance visits and the importance of keeping to the agreed scheduled 
programme. UCP’s shall arrange for surveillance visits to be undertaken no later than 
one month after the month specified on the schedule. Where a surveillance visit for a 
period which extends beyond one month of the surveillance visit due date the 
accreditation status of the UCP shall be downgraded to ‘Partial’. 
 
7.2 Renewals  
LR has improved their internal procedures and currently aim to;  

-  issue renewal quotes 3 months in advance of the accreditation period end. 
- get written acceptance and start arranging assessments 2 months in advance of 

accreditation expiry 
Whilst LR will be proactive in identifying renewals it does not remove the need for 
UCPs to set-up their own monitoring systems and to identify to LR when they are doing 
work prior to the renewal that provides good reference work for the renewal.   

 

8. Other Business 
 
8.1 Asset Values 
UCP’s dealing with Severn Trent Water are concerned that asset payments for schemes 
will only be paid until the full mainlaying scheme is completed, and are not prepared to 
make interim payments where sections of main have been commissioned, however 
revenue in some instances is being realised from these mains in commission. 
 
8.2 Ofwat 
It was requested that Ofwat asked to attend next meeting 
 
9. Next Forum Meeting 
 
For information WIRS Forum meeting dates are 12th June 2012 and 18th October 2012.  
 
  



 

Appendix A 
WIRS Assessment Visit Findings Summary Report 
For 1 July to 31 December 2011 
 
This report summarises the findings from surveillance visit and renewal 
assessments of companies holding WIRS accreditation.  It separately identifies 
findings relating to office systems and field activities. 
A. Surveillance Visits 
 
During the 6 month period 1st July through to 31st December 2011  

- 30 surveillance visits were carried out on the 36 UCPs holding ongoing  
WIRS accreditation 

- These visits resulted in 21 major deficiencies being identified and 31 minor 
deficiencies being identified 

The actual findings are detailed below. 
 
Major deficiencies being were immediate rectification action is required with 
minor deficiencies being where the remedial action needs to be completed before 
the next visit. 
 
The 52 deficiencies identified equate to just fewer than 2 per visit.  These are 
summarised in the following chart.  The total number of deficiencies raised per 
visit in this period is slightly less than in the previous period Jan – June 2011.  
However the proportion of major deficiencies (at 40% compared to 26% in Jan – 
June 2011) has significantly increased.  
 

WIRS SV Summary July-Dec 2011
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The detailed breakdown of deficiencies being provided in the following table 
 

WIRS Deficiency Report Summary 

Identified Deficiency Jan-Jun 2011 July-Dec 2011 
  Major Minor Major Minor 

          
Water Company Interfaces         
Notices and agreements not in place before work start  1 1   2 
          
Competency         
Competency Assessments Not Complete or Up to Date       1 
Assistant not registered (or out of date) with EUSR   4   1 
Hygiene registrations not current     2   
Water SHEA out of date 1 2 3 3 
Operatives did not hold valid NCO(W) registration     5 2 
Operatives did not hold valid NCO(W) registration but C&G  Certs. on site     1   
          
Work Controls         
Work specification (incl drawings) is inadequate 1       
Work specification to developer & groundworkers inadequate     1 2 
Inadequate controls relating to valves being installed     2   
Inadequate controls when site not ready/int stoptap not fitted 3       
Method statements/policy docs out of date or not signed off 1 3   2 
Method statements need to be added to 'van pack'       1 
Method statements held do not fully cover all work activities 1 3 1 2 
Delivery notes not held on file       1 
Risk Management for loss of accreditation needs to be reviewed       2 
Risk assessments out of date   2     
Errors/inaccuracies in method statements/risk assessments       2 
COSHH Sheets do not cover all substances   6   2 
Pipe not adequately stored       2 
          
Method of Working         
Work not being done fully to required standards 1 2 2   
Materials being used precludes correct methods of working 1       
Equipment being used precludes correct methods of working   6 3 4 
Equipment defective/not in calibration       1 
Mains not laid at correct depth     1 1 
          
Subcontractors         
Work processes do not adequately check subcontractors         
Work controls do not adequately control private service laying         
          
Technical Auditing Controls         
Audit programme inadequate/does not cover all work activities         
Audit findings not adequately followed up         
          

Totals 10 29 21 31 
Percentage of Totals 25.6% 74.4% 40.4% 59.6%
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Visits by Water Company Areas (Jan-Dec 2011)
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B.  Renewal Assessments 
 
There were three renewal assessments carried out in the period June to 
December 2011. 
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Full details of the actual findings are given below.  (Duplicates are combined with the 
number of occurrences indicated). 
‘O’ indicates deficiency identified during office/system evaluation and ‘F’ indicates deficiency 
identified during field based assessment 
 
Water Company Interfaces 

Minor 
(F) Noticing of work to adopting utility to start needs to be documented 
(F) Self-lay notifications with adopting utility need to be verified 
 
Competency 

Major 
(F) Operative did not hold valid national hygiene card (x2) 
(F) Operative did not hold valid SHEA(W) card (x3) 
(F) Operatives did not hold NCO(W) registrations and training had not been arranged but 
no evidence of being approved by the water company (x4)   
(F) Operatives did not hold NCO(W) registrations training had been arranged but no 
evidence of being approved by the water company   
(F) Operative not yet registered for NCO(W) but held C&G Certificates on file  
 
Minor 
(F) Experienced NCO(W) registration expired but was signed up with training provider to 
complete NVQ level 2 mainlaying / service laying (x2) 
(F) Assistance operative did not hold NCO(W) assistant registration 
(F) Operative did not hold SHEA(W) registration documentation on-site  
(F) SHEA registrations expired (but training was completed but did not have cover note, 
to be forwarded) (x2) 
(O) Competency assessments need to be signed off 
 
Work Instruction and Control 

Major 
(F) Clear guidance relating to mainlaying controls not given to developer 
(F) Method Statements did not cover adopting utilities requirements 
 
Minor 
(O) Material delivery notes not held on works completion file 
(O) Risk management for loss of accreditation needs to be reviewed (x2) 
(O) Design Process Procedure needs to be signed off after review 
(O) Project Management needs to be signed off after review  
(F) Method statement for service laying and electrofusion needs to make reference to use 
of shelter 
(F) Method statement did not cover pipe preparation for barrier pipe 
(F) Method statement covering service layouts needs to be updated 
(F) Coil pipe storage on site needs to be off ground as with other materials (x2) 
(F) Method statement needs to include that only services with internal stop tap shall be 
connected 
(F) Improved controls relating to service positioning by developer needs to meet adopting 
utilities requirements (x2) 
(F) WIRS generic method statements need to be added to team ‘van pack’.  
(F) COSHH sheet for chlorination tablets not available onsite (x2) 
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Methods of Working 

Major 
(F) Gang did have pipe preparation tool for PE services 
(F) Clockwise vales being installed on site where anti-clockwise are required (x2) 
(F) Service laying work not being done to industry standards and best practice. Fixing 
meters before service flushed through. 
(F) Stub flanges used on site not ‘pupped’ stub flanges therefore not able to clamp in line 
with best practice whist electrofusing 
(F) Services being connected to properties before a controlling stop tap had been fitted  
(F) Mains being laid not at correct depth 
(F) Services being laid with boundary boxes being incorrectly positioned 
 
Minor 
(O) End to end Process needs to be enhanced for Project Management 
(F) Mains had been laid deep without being agreed with adopting utility 
(F) Hydraulic pump requires re-calibration 
(F) Gang did not have a pipe scraper on-site so were unable to do the work ‘strictly in 
accordance with WIS 4-32-08 (x3) 
(F) No tent or shelter available on-site though weather conditions were good 
 
Subcontractors 
 
None 
 
Technical Auditing Standards 
 
None 
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Appendix B 
 

Level 2 Network Construction Operations 
Unit No Unit title R&

M 
Mains Service 

 Level 2 Distribution / Self Lay  Dist SL Dis
t 

SL 

MUNC01   Create an efficient and effective work 
environment 

     

MUNC02 Maintain a safe and secure working 
environment on water network construction 

     

MUNC03   Establish and maintain effective working 
relationships 

     

MUNC04 Install equipment for safe working on the 
highway 

     

MUNC05 Install equipment for safe working on sites      
MUNC06 Locate and avoid supply apparatus      
MUNC07 Excavate and maintain holes and trenches      
MUNC08 Reinstate excavation and pavement surfaces 

after utility network construction operations    
O O O O O 

MUNC09 Operate powered tools and equipment for 
routine and predictable requirements 

     

MUNC10 Joint materials by electro fusion    O O 
MUNC11A Join materials by butt fusion process up to 

180mm 
     

MUNC11D Join materials by butt fusion process between 
180 to 315mm 

O O O   

MUNC11C Join materials by butt fusion process above 
315mm 

O O O   

MUNCW1
2 

Join materials by mechanical means      

MUNCW1
3B 

Install water services up to 50mm NB (63mm 
PE) 

     

MUNCW1
3C 

   Install water mains up to 150mm NB 
(180mm) 

     

MUNCW1
3D 

Install engineering products or assets from 
150mm NB (180mm) to 300mm NB 
(315mm) 

O O O   

MUNCW1
3F 

Install engineering products or assets above 
300mm NB (315mm)          

O O O   

MUNCW1
4 

Conduct specified testing of Water 
engineering products or assets          

O O O   

MUNCW1
8 

Restore Water components to operational 
condition by repair 

 O O O O 

Minimum number of units to achieve 13 12 11 10 9 
Mandatory  
Optional O 
Water only  
Multi lay  
 
 


